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MANDIBLE AS SYLLABLE ORGANIZER
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ABSTRACT
A correlation between adherence of
consonants to vowel nucleus and
mandibular height has been proposed by
Lindblom and colleagues [1-4]. To
support this proposal [La] and [3,1] in

VC(:)V items were recorded for 2 French
and 2 Moroccan subjects. Results indicate
a mandibular order increasing from low
to high as follows [a]<[l]S[i]<[s], and a
perfect overall correlation between
normalized relative coarticulability (o/m)
and mean height of the jaw.

1. INTRODUCTION
In his proposals arguing for economy of
speech gestures, Lindblom [1] drew a
hypothesis to explain the formation of
complex syllables from VCV behaviour.
Consonant propensity to cluster in
syllables could depend on their jaw height
that determines coarticulatory
compatibility: what we call
coarticulability. This relationship
corresponds to the intuition that
consonants are more assimilated by
vowels than the reverse. At the same time
it explains both propensity for consonants
to settle more or less further apart from
the vowel within the syllable (like s in
straight) and their propensity to
coamculate maximally (relatively) enough
when the same segments occur close to
the vowel (in sane).
Results from Swedish [1] were
reinterpreted by [2]. On the basis of
English data, she pointed out that vowels
and some consonants adopt jaw height to
accommodate other consonants, typically
[5] (to support an aerodynamic rationale
for this behaviour, see [5]). Finally data
from. Swedish and English were
examined [3] : jaw height measurements.
depicted in percentage of maximum
opening relative to clench (for absolute
values, see [4]). are displayed on Fig. l
for [f,b.t.d.s,n,l,r,lr.h] realized in [a-a].
[e-e] and [i-i] contexts. An overall
correlation (r=.80) is clearly visible
between height and coarticulability ranks.
The latter 1s expressed by the coefficient

of variability (o/m), which compensates
better for the fact that overall absolute
variance for high segments like [s] is
smaller than for low segments, say [a]
(the «very high and invariant [sic]» jaw
position, claimed for [SJ] in Palestinian
Arabic and French by [5] in token-to-
token measurements. is not contradictory,
since o/m is not taken into account). In
other words o/m captures the overall
accommodation of the consonant to the
vowel in the opening scale.
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Fig.1— Ranks of mean height (in) and
coarticulability (o/m) for consonants and
vowels (from % jaw opening, see text).
English and Swedish combined (adapted
from [3]). Test segments chosen hereafter
are within circles.
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In this investigation we will use
Moroccan Arabic and French data to
support Lindblom's hypothesis.
portrayed in the frame of the [al-[s]
height scale, with a particular emphasis
on the «meeting-point» of the nearest
consonant to the highest vowel. Hence
the test segments we chose according to
previous results were [i.a] for extreme
vowel magnitude in height. and [8.1] for
the consonants. [1] being the closest
consonant to [i] (following [41- opening
values are in mm: (11:5.50, [bi—4.86 and
[i]=5.29). Arguments for comparing [1]
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and [i] or [i] heights can be taken from

their proximity in the different proposals
of sonority scales by phonologists [6. 7]
and from the frequent confusion of [l]
and [i] in language acquisition [8.9]. As
concerns coarticulability, we will not
consider the most coarticulable «guttural»
[5] consonants [?,h,h,rr,x] and [q,k]. A
recent study of jaw movements in 6
degrees of freedom [10] reports an
interesting case ofpure trwtrlation in a [1i]
syllable, with no rotation component as
for [s] (and U,r,t,k,p,f]). But [1] is
clearly among the consonants that resist
to jaw lowering in the [a] context. Hence

we will show that the correlation between
coarticulability and height holds where it
is not trivial, i.e. for consonants who
display some coarticulation resistance of
their own to vowel opening.
2. METHOD
To show up [1] and [s] jaw heights, in
contact with high [i] and low [a], and
their mutual coarticulation resistance,
three factors were manipulated:
consonantal gemination (simple vs.
double consonants), rate (conversational
vs. fast) and context ([i-a],[a-i],[a-a],[i-
i], for consonants,[-l-],[-ll-],[-s-],[-ss-],
for vowels). Arabic stimuli (9 words. 7
logatemes) were inserted in the carrier
interrogative sentences [a:l —] (he says).
French sequences are preceded by first
name «Al» and contained significant
combinations to obtain comparable
sequences. Arabic stimuli were preceded
by a little glottalization. Note that
Moroccan Arabic gemination is
tautomorphemic and French
heteromorphemic.
Two native speakers of Fez Arabic
(sisters A and N, present author) and two
French (C woman and F man) recorded
sequences in an anechoic room. in
random order, producing 12 repetitions
by item at two speaking rates
(conversational and fast).
The tracking system was a mandibular
kinesiograph (Myotronics KSAR) with a
magnet fixed to the lower incisors,
moving in the linear portion of the
kinesiograph [l 1]. Vertical displacement
was recorded on an FM tape. Analyses
are based on 9 (out of 12) correctly
produced utterances.
Jaw vertical position and audio signals
were digitized in stereo at 8 kHz with
Audiomedia (Macintosh). Then edited
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and measured using SignalyzeTM.
Mandibular signal was undersampled at
500 Hz. Numerical signal values were
converted in mm (owing to the calibration
carried out by bite blocks when
recording). Jaw height was measured for
each segment at about its acoustic centre,
relative to the minimum minimorum
mandibular opening of each subject. A
total of 3,456 values were thus obtained.
3. RESULTS
We will examine here only a global
description for each subject, based on
mean values and standard deviation to
portray his/her height and coarticulability
scales, without regrouping segments on
the basis of the results of ANOVA for
main effects (gemination, rate, context).

This in order to compare our results with
the overall correlation given in Fig. l by
[3]. For all subjects mean values and
standard deviations were normalized
which gives us the general trend for
Arabic and French. Our results will be
annotated progressively in relation to
English and Swedish ones.
3.1. Height and coarticulability:
individual strategies

a l i s

A 7.17 4.62 3.74 2.50
0.150 0.227 0.172 0.262

N 11.96 9.32 7.51 5.05
0.159 0.122 0.177 0.188

C 10.33 9.18 6.73 2.45
0.198 0.136 0.308 0.475

F 8.95 6.18 5.86 3.56
0.231 0.251 0.233 0.333

Table — Mean jaw opening (mm) anc

coefficient of variability (cs/m) for test

consonants and vowels. Arabic (A and

N) and French (C and F) subjects.

Table 1 shows that mean jaw opening

range is clearly subject-dependent (from

4.67 mm for A to 7.88 mm for C), but

that on the mandibular height scaleall

subjects get the same ranking increasrng

from low to high: [a]<[l]<[i]<[s]. Thus

this order is the same for Arabic, French

and Swedish. Separate results taken from

[3] show that velarized English [1] ts

slightly higher than [i] (i.e. in mm:

[al=9.25, [11:453. [i]=5.33. [s]=2_.50).

In summary, an ordering [a]<[l]S[r]<['s]

corresponds to the proximity of [1] et [1],

in Arabic (for A more than for N) and in

French (only for F).
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Coarticulability displays two different
behaviours. which are not language-
dependent since N (Arabic) and C
(French) display the same ranking vs. A
and F (Fig. 2), who show the same
pattern as English and Swedish combined
(Fig. 1). In fact the overall correlation
found by [3] is fairly well reproduced.
since segments are set not farther from
one rank off the positive diagonal
(r=0.80). [s] has the most stable
coarticulability rank vs. [1]. which
changes most, [i] and [a] being in
between.
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Fig.2— Height and coarticulability ranks
for subjects A and F (squares) and N and
C (circles).

3.2. Height and coarticulability:
general trend
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Fig.3— Ranks of normalized (see text)height and coarticulability for the four test
segments. Arabic and French combined.

To get the general behaviour of the four
test segments [a,l,i,s], we normalized
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mean height for each speaker with the
following formula: mnorm%=100(m-
mmm)/(mmax-mmin). o/m is normalized
in two steps : onom%=o/(mmx-mmin);
then Cnorm%/mnorm%. (Note that the
convention of an origin normalized at 0%
for [5] gives corresponding coefficients
of variability tending towards an).
The means mmm% and omm%/mmm%
across the four subjects are displayed on
Fig. 3. showing a perfect correlation
between normalized height and
coarticulability for both languages
combined. Our results support
Lindblom's hypothesis. for whom scales
of mandibular position and variability can
be used as indexes to account for the
economy of the syllable.
4. DISCUSSION
Jaw height scale. [a]<[l]S[i]<[s], resists
to language and speaker difference - and.
just to mention results to be published.
resists also to metrical ([1] vs. [11]; [s] vs.
[ss]) and speech rate changes.
The correlation between mandibular
height and coarticulability scales, that
globally holds for speakers of languages
as dissimilar as Arabic, English, French
and Swedish can meet optimization
principles. In motor control for large and
small targets (like Fitt's law). But also in
the articulatory-to-acoustics mapping
[12], knowing that acoustics is fairly well
related to log-area ratios [13]. a
sensitivity in which the mandible takes
part. synergetically, even if it is not the
end effector of the constriction [5].
More generally. such an approach could
renew the question of the constituency of
the syllable. provided that it is
reconsidered at the control level for the
production of the opening-closing
modulation of the basic cycle of speech.
for which the mandible is the carrier
articulator.
In this frame, questions addressed by
phonologists concerning the sonority
scales and syllable structure could be
reformulated. So the highest mandibular
position for [s], makes [s]+plosive
clusters not so weird. Processed both by
Germanic metric [14] and French pig
Latin (verlan [15]), they are too recunent
to be confined to borrowings from elite
languages [16]. Thus, in mandibular
height terms they don't need
extrasyllabicity [7] or contextual
processing by harmony phonology [17]-
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As concerns the proximity of [l] and [i] or
U], one can ask whether there is some
empirical rationale to such a refined scale
as the one proposed for Meknes Arabic
[l8]: [a]<[i]<[r]<[‘il<ll.n.WJ<[d.S]<lt];
knowing that [l] and [i] are so closed in
the mandibular scale (not to speak of
other sonority proposals from De Brosses
[16] to [6]. and not to mention acquisition
data again [8,9]). More necessary: the
traditional paucity in degrees in the vowel
sonority scale has been repaired up to a
point following [19] in Berber.
Of course one could state. with Ohala
that: "‘Sonority’ [does] not exist" [16];
and of course our interest for proposals
[1] that consider the mandible as a
syllable organizer accounts for the
modulation principle in speech. But
before giving up phonological constructs.
more knowledge has to be gathered on
the dynamic behaviour of the jaw. at least
in our test segments. especially the
nearest ones. [i] and [1], following

emerging pioneering work on the control
of the carrier articulator [10].
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